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Controlled Chaos: Spatiotemporal Patterns within Missouri’s Irregular Civil War 

 

Andrew William Fialka 

At the Battle of Spotsylvania Courthouse in May of 1864, Private Thomas Roche 

witnessed a fellow Confederate “throw down his musket and pick up a hatchet. As a Federal 

c[ame] at him with a bayonet, he pushed it aside with his left hand, while with the hatchet in his 

right he brain[ed] his opponent … the Federals shrank from the sickening scene.”
1
 Historians 

who analyze tumultuous accounts such as Roche’s do so in the larger context of battle. 

Individually, Roche’s rendition of the fighting at Spotsylvania seems chaotic indeed. When 

cartographers inscribe Roche in a square labeled ‘16
th

 Mississippi’ and place that square in a 

battle line on a map, Roche’s individual report melds into the overall strategy of Robert E. Lee. 

Geographically speaking, a map’s expansive scale allows historians to interpret evidence in 

different ways; Roche’s brutal actions give way to Lee’s tactical genius when viewed on a larger 

scale.
2
 Guerrilla warfare requires the same spatial insight to be comprehensively understood. A 

typical historiographical overview of the Civil War’s irregular conflict in Missouri portrays 

guerrilla warfare as chaotic, disorganized, and savage. Scholars who project this view tend to use 

an anecdotal approach, which certainly succeeds in richly illustrating how individual civilians 

and Union troops experienced irregular warfare. This approach, however, fails to make sense of 

guerrilla violence; it does not consider guerrillas’ actions in relation to one another, to the Union 

army’s location and force, and to the terrain and time in which guerrillas operated. In short, 

irregular warfare has been seen as altogether irregular, as if there are no patterns within it.
3
 

This essay makes two overarching claims. First, I argue that guerrilla violence was not 

wholly irregular but instead played havoc in the wake of temporary Union occupational 

locations. Guerrillas were opportunists, they were smart, and they chiefly targeted Union war 
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industries—small garrisons, Unionist militias, railroads, telegraph lines, supply trains and small 

outfits of Union troops. Second, I champion historians’ use of digital mapping techniques in 

order to make this argument. Viewing the guerrilla war through a spatiotemporal lens allows 

historians to reinterpret seemingly chaotic events and uncover an organized infrastructure and 

common enemy beneath guerrillas’ violent actions. In fact, instances of guerrilla violence were 

concentrated in repeated locations during specific time frames in conjunction with the presence 

of Unionist militias and conventional armies. My research utilizes animated maps created in 

ArcGIS and Neatline to illuminate patterns within guerrilla violence.
4
 Better than text, a map can 

lay bare the interactions and correlations of spatial phenomena. Better than static maps, animated 

maps with time-sliders can help us to see patterns where once we saw chaos. My maps 

specifically focus on the correlation between instances of guerrilla violence and the spatial and 

temporal locations of the Union army in Civil War Missouri’s central counties to reveal 

guerrillas’ order and intent (see Figure 1).
5
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Figure 1. Central Missouri Counties 

The current historiography largely portrays guerrilla violence as chaotic because 

historians have not placed the irregular conflict on a map. Unlike conventional battles, the 

guerrilla war in Missouri began in the 1850s.
6
 Moreover, guerrilla violence did not occur on 

specific battlefields but throughout the entire state’s landscape. Due to the longevity and scale of 

guerrilla warfare in Missouri, a static map—or a series of static maps—cannot fully depict the 

irregular conflict. Only digital capabilities allow historians to map Missouri’s guerrilla war.
7
  

A spatiotemporal methodology uncovers three major patterns within Missouri’s guerrilla 

war. First, differing Union occupational strategies foreshadowed patterns of guerrilla violence. 

Consistent and stationary occupation effectively quelled guerrilla violence. In contrast, 
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temporary occupation in the form of Federal companies, detachments, and foraging squads acted 

as magnets for violence and instigated guerrillas. Second, guerrillas practiced statewide 

interconnectivity by organizing their resources against the Union’s chief threats. Last, guerrillas 

openly cooperated with the Confederacy’s standing army and ultimately depended on the 

conventional war’s outcome.  

A comparison between the city of St. Louis and Missouri’s central counties illustrates the 

protective effects of stationary occupation and the destructive effects of temporary occupation. 

The large urban center of St. Louis boasted a population of over 160,000 people and contained a 

federal arsenal, multiple barracks, hospitals, prisons, and a largely Unionist German-American 

citizenry.
8
 In addition, the city’s location at the junction of the Missouri and Mississippi rivers 

made it a strategic military point. The Union stationed between two and six regiments within city 

limits from June 12, 1861 to June 1, 1865 and never abandoned their occupation of the city. As a 

result, very few instances of guerrilla violence occurred in the surrounding counties and none 

penetrated the city’s limits. Ultimately for St. Louis residents, a continual Union presence served 

as a zone of protection against guerrillas for the entirety of the war.
9
  

In contrast, most civilians in Missouri’s central counties suffered from violent guerrilla 

warfare due to temporary and inconsistent Union occupation after 1861. Central Missouri 

counties experienced sporadic Federal expeditions, contained no large garrison towns, and 

witnessed a mass exodus of Union troops beginning in 1862. The mercurial presence of Union 

armies in Missouri’s central counties created large numbers of company-sized skeleton crews 

and Union supply trains that were unable to offer protection to civilians and actually became 

targets for guerrillas. Moreover, Missouri’s location on the western frontier distanced the state 

from most Confederate and Union strongholds. While the Union military stationed some 
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regiments in towns for months on end, a majority of soldiers manned temporary locations for 

only days or weeks at a time and no town played host to the Union army for the entirety of the 

war (see Figures 2 and 3).
10

 

 

Figure 2. Instances of Union Occupation 
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Figure 3. Instances of Guerrilla Violence 

Missourians’ personal recollections and official reports detailing Union operatives shed 

light on the effects of temporary Union occupancy. Numerous civilians—with Unionist and 

southern sympathies—claimed that Federal forces were “dreaded even by loyal men nearly as 

much as bushwhackers, as their officers seem[ed] to exercise but little control over them.” 

Primary evidence affirms this assessment of the Union military’s draconian practices against 
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civilians in areas of guerrilla activity. Correspondence between Missouri’s top military officials 

in the case of J. W. Terman confirms that the Union army covered up multiple occurrences of 

murder, robbery, larceny, and arson among its “detectives” who utilized guerrilla tactics against 

civilians.
11

 It is safe to assume that some Union troops who temporarily occupied towns in 

central Missouri conducted themselves in a similar manner.
12

  

 To further illustrate how the Union army’s spatial locations in the early years of the war 

prefigured a pattern of guerrilla violence, we can overlay the previous two maps and include data 

at the city-level (see Figure 4). Furthermore, a quick quantitative analysis demonstrates how the 

nature of guerrilla warfare in central Missouri directly reflected changes in the nature and size of 

Union occupation. In 1861, stationary Union posts outnumbered temporary ones by a ratio of 

two to one and no instances of guerrilla violence appear in the sample of provost marshal 

records. The nature of Union occupation in central Missouri steadily changed from stationary to 

temporary as the war progressed into its second year. Beginning in March 1862, Union 

occupational strategy relocated thousands of troops to other states and subsequently assigned 

insufficient numbers of troops to short stints in small communities as opposed to long, stationary 

positions at well-manned fortifications. Consequently, temporary Union expeditions 

outnumbered stationary duties at a seven-to-two clip for the remainder of the year. Not 

surprisingly, the first provost marshal papers documenting guerrillas’ actions in central Missouri 

began in March 1862. By 1864, temporary Union actions outnumbered stationary activity by a 

five to one ratio. As a result, guerrilla violence in central Missouri exploded in 1864.
13

 During 

the Civil War’s last summer, Missouri’s guerrillas violently engaged the Union army and 

Unionist civilians ten times more frequently than in the first three years combined and a vast 

majority of guerrilla violence—including the irregular conflict’s most atrocious acts—occurred 
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in those towns previously associated with temporary Union occupation. For example, the Union 

army burned the city of Rocheport to the ground on September 26 because its citizens aided and 

abetted guerrillas. The very next day, guerrillas under Bill Anderson ambushed and mutilated 

123 Union troops in Centralia. This evidence clearly shows the correlative nature of Union 

occupational strategy and guerrilla violence. 
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Figure 4. Instances of Union Occupation and Guerrilla Violence 
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My next contention is that the location of irregular violence in 1863 demonstrated 

guerrillas’ organizational abilities. Very few Union detachments or guerrilla bands roamed 

central Missouri for the entire year because the Union army’s presence in western Missouri 

attracted most guerrillas to the Kansas-Missouri border. In the spring of 1863, Brigadier General 

Thomas Ewing, Jr. vowed to root out the bushwhacker problem in Missouri and targeted 

guerrillas’ female family members to achieve this goal. A Kansas City jail holding female 

relatives of well-known guerrillas collapsed on August 13, fatally crushing four women and 

severely injuring eight others. To make matters worse, Ewing also signed into law General 

Orders No. 10 which called for “the forced removal of bushwhacker families and friends and 

their exile from west Missouri.” Before Union troops could even carry out these orders, 

Missouri’s guerrillas responded to Ewing’s actions brutally and swiftly. Leaving central Missouri 

vacant, 450 bushwhackers infamously sacked Lawrence, Kansas to “have revenge” for Ewing’s 

punitive policies. Afterwards, most guerrillas fled to Texas for the 1863-1864 winter while 

General Ewing issued General Orders No. 11 on August 25 which forced “[a]pproximately 

20,000 people [in western Missouri] to evacuate their homes, almost all of which then were 

burned.”
14

 

Guerrillas’ collaboration in 1863 unveils their hidden organizational network throughout 

the state. In central and western Missouri, violence was not random but carefully orchestrated 

against guerrillas’ chief threats. The absence of sources depicting guerrilla violence in central 

Missouri coupled with the noted increase of regular and irregular violence in western Missouri 

during 1863 illustrates guerrillas’ priority in opposing the Union army.  

Finally, guerrilla activity in Missouri developed in the context of the larger war; the fate 

of Missouri’s southern-sympathizing civilians was inextricably tied to that of the Confederate 
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army. Guerrillas understood that the ultimate protection of their households and slave society 

from Federal force rested with the presence of a regular Confederate army. Confederate General 

Sterling Price’s 1864 raid through Missouri shaped guerrillas’ actions for the remainder of the 

war. Sterling Price believed “tens of thousands of Missourians springing up from the land to join 

him in his crusade” would swell his force of 12,000 men enough to capture St. Louis.
15

 However, 

sporadic engagements with Union troops and Price’s mishandling of enthusiastic guerrilla 

support undermined his efforts. Instead of combining forces with Missouri’s guerrillas, he 

ordered them to operate as partisan rangers and to cut railroad and telegraph lines far in advance 

of his army. His defeat at the Battle of Westport on October 23 effectively ended his Missouri 

campaign and more importantly, eased the widespread guerrilla violence throughout the state 

despite the continuation of the regular war for six months after his retreat.
16

 It is no coincidence 

that most guerrilla activity in Missouri abruptly ceased after Price’s exit. Widely considered the 

last hope for a Confederate Missouri by its civilians, Price’s failed attempt to take St. Louis 

registered defeat in the eyes of a vast majority of guerrillas. After Price’s retreat, from November 

1 to the end of the war, only two instances of guerrilla violence appear in the sample of provost 

marshal records. Beginning in April 1865, most guerrillas surrendered to Federal authorities or 

simply laid down their arms and returned home.  

Comparing spatiotemporal analyses of St. Louis, western, and central Missouri 

complicates our understanding of the Civil War’s irregular conflict. Most importantly, obvious 

patterns of guerrilla violence existed within the state. Violence regularly appeared in towns that 

experienced temporary Union occupation while violence rarely appeared in towns that 

experienced consistent occupation throughout the war. The presence of Union and Confederate 

armies directly influenced the presence of guerrilla warfare in Civil War Missouri. Guerrillas 
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carefully selected the towns and people they assaulted in direct relation to Union occupation and 

orchestrated attacks with Confederates forces when possible. Temporary Union detachments and 

official policies affecting guerrillas’ female family members elicited brutal retaliation from 

guerrillas while permanent Union regiments created spheres of relative peace. These findings 

challenge historians’ current definition of guerrilla warfare by adding aim, intent, and purpose to 

guerrillas’ violent actions and by demonstrating the capabilities of digital maps.  

Historians’ employment of this developing methodology remains problematic for several 

reasons. First and foremost among these is the use of technology when combined with more 

traditional historical methods. The uncertainty, ambiguity, and human condition of historical 

sources do not easily wed with computer software’s calculated and rigid code. Datasets and 

spreadsheets allow little room for diverse psychological motives, controversial definitions, 

cryptic messages, and incomplete evidence. Historians who attempt to quantify, measure, and 

map subjective evidence open the door for criticism and dissent. Therefore, scholars need to 

incorporate digital methods’ advantages within their already effective social, cultural, and 

gendered approaches to better understanding the past.
17

  

By discovering where instances of violence occurred in relation to the people present in 

the built and natural environment, we can highlight patterns within guerrilla warfare, see a 

clearer picture of the irregular conflict, and better explain why law-abiding citizens resort to 

savagery in certain locations and time periods. To debate whether or not it was, in nineteenth-

century societal terms, or is more acceptable to lose 20,000 lives on a predetermined field under 

a national flag than for a band of guerrillas to kill a teenager and burn down a house would be to 

miss the point of this essay. Instead, we try to understand that chaos and brutality characterized 

America’s Civil War not because of guerrillas but because all war is hell whether it takes place 
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in the bush of Missouri, the trenches at Spotsylvania Courthouse, the beaches at Normandy, the 

jungles of Vietnam, or the mountains of Afghanistan.   
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